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MATCHPOINT
Challenges, champions and moments
that changed sport

Texts by Dario Ricci
illustrations by Daniele Simonelli
BECAUSE NOTHING LIKE SPORT
MANAGES TO PERFECTLY INTERPRET
THAT BOUNDARY BETWEEN LIFE
AND DEATH, SUCCESS AND DEFEAT,
ECSTASY AND DEPRESSION…

market

. sport lovers
. Olympic games lovers
. everyone passionate about challenges,
competitions and epic features
key selling points

. 2021 is an Olympic year
. Greatest champions an challenges from allover
the world and from the past to nowadays
. Fast and entertaining prose
. 20 sports included (+2 paralympic sports):
from tennis to chess, from volley to boxe.
. both men and women / individual and team
matches
book

Here are 30 sports stories, told by the unmistakable
voice of Dario Ricci in their epic and challenging

size

16 x 23 cm

extent
format

288 pages
paperback

illustrations
category

10 Full-color illustrations

Essay/Sport/Olympics

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

dimension. 30 moments that have changed the history of sport
thanks to the incredible and sometimes unexpected performances
of great champions (but not only), thanks to tenacity, preparation
and dedication. Moments in which choices of heart or tactics have
determined the outcome of unforgettable matches, the overturning of
"already decided" games or the achievement of new records. Stories
of men and women who fought in team or individual matches, or
who challenged themselves to achieve lifelong goals. From the famous
challenge between Senna and Prost, to the one between Kasparov
and Computer (chess), passing through Jonny Wilkinson̕s drop at
the Rugby World Cup in 2003: Dario Ricci weaves the threads of a
rhythmic narrative capable of giving the reader full-blown portraits
of sports stars who become in some cases - Vera Caslavska or Cathy
Freeman to name but a couple of them - even icons of socio-political
redemption. Thus the precious collection of moments chosen by the
author tells more than just the sporting dimension: it has to do with
the very essence of life.

AN APPLE A DAY
World proverbs in the mirror

Michela Tartaglia,
illustrations by Daniele Simonelli
A SMALL ANTHOLOGY TO DISCOVER
PROVERBS AND THEIR REFLECTIONS
IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

market

. travel and language lovers
. people leaving far from home
. people interested in exploring other cultures
. illustration lovers and curious people
key selling points

book

. 4 languages among the most spoken:
IT - EN - FR - ES
. stunning illustrations
. large overview on popular cultures
. over 25 cases: guide/glossary use
. specific context and use explanation
for each proverb

A book for all those in love with languages and popular culture, for
the curious and for all those who live in a country other than their
own and wish to feel a little more at home, entering better into the
meanders of a second language. Beautifully illustrated by Daniele
Simonelli, the proverbs of four languages are mirrored here:
Italian, English, French and Spanish. First of all, it is interesting
and surprising to note that some concepts need to be expressed
everywhere, without distinction of territory or language, and
therefore they are not exclusive to their own specific culture but
are, in fact, common. And, of course, even more intriguing is to
discover how these expressions cross with their counterparts: cases
of perfect identity in the 4 languages (as in the case of An apple a
day keeps the doctor away) are alternated with those in which the
same idea is given with four different metaphors (as in the case of
It’s raining cats and dogs) or even with other hybrids in which some
languages use the same image while others don̕t.
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size

i t al i an o / e s pañ o l / f ran ç ai s

e ng l i sh

15 x 19 cm

extent

128 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Lifestyle / Pop culture / Language

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL. DE

Non è l’abito
che fa
il monaco

El hábito
no hace
al monje
[L'abito non fa il monaco]

L’habit
ne fait pas
le moine

You can't judge a book
by its cover
[Non puoi giudicare un libro dalla sua copertina]
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RECIPES I’M GREAT AT
(really great)
A COOKING DIARY WITH MANY TIPS AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ART OF THE TABLE
AND MUCH MORE

NEW EDITION
market

. cooking lovers
. diary and writing lovers
. people willing to keep memory of special
recipes and family ones
. people loving order
book

key selling points

This is the first cookbook signed by you. A cookbook to boost your
inventiveness. You can write and share recipes, menus, gourmet
ideas, mise en place and your little culinary secrets, day by day.
All using a key ingredient: your creativity! With this book your
culinary passion becomes a book, your one-of-a-kind custom book.
It is very easy to compose your cookbook:

. space for 80 personal recipes
. menus specific section and final index
. space for notes on friends and family tastes
. overview on kitchen tools, cooking battery,
wine glasses, guest sitting standards and mise
en place
. cooking conversion section, fruit and
vegetables seasonal chart, food calories chart
and tips for selecting and preserving poultry,
meat, fish and eggs

1) set a topic for each chapter
2) write your recipes on the dedicated pages
3) name your culinary creations, number them and write them in
the final index.
The Cooking notes will help you with preparing your recipes and
creating original Menus to be written in the relevant section.
You’ll amaze your guests with a perfect mise en place following the
suggestions of the Art of the table section and please the most discerned
palates writing their tastes and preferences in special sheets.
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size
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28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

LA DISPOSIZIONE
DEI COMMENSALI

15 x 19 cm

7 POSTI A TAVOLA

hardback

tissue bookmark
illustrations
15.

Se il tavolo è rettangolare i padroni di casa stanno a capotavola; comunque il posto d’onore spetta sempre alla
padrona, che avrà di fronte il marito. A destra della padrona di casa andrà l’ospite maschile più importante; alla
sinistra quello che viene secondo in ordine di importanza e così via. Analogamente il padrone di casa avrà a destra
la signora di maggiore importanza e a sinistra la signora che segue immediatamente nell’ordine. Se c’è un invitato
di particolare rilievo o un festeggiato, viene messo a capotavola; se gli ospiti sono otto o più, siede a metà tavola.
In generale è consuetudine alternare commensali uomini e donne.

8.

format

16.

category

3

3

2

2
1

1

(Fonte e rielaborazione grafica degli schemi: Il Carnacina, a cura di Luigi Veronelli, Milano, Garzanti, 1961, pp. 35-36.)
PADRONA
DI CASA

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

PADRONE
DI CASA

4 POSTI A TAVOLA

40.

SIGNORA

SIGNORE
8 POSTI A TAVOLA

41.

42.

bw illustrations

1

Food / Cooking / Diary

1

1

1

2

3

3

2

1

1

3

3

1
1

10 POSTI A TAVOLA

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
24.

25.

7. Cucchiaione 8. Mattarello
per ravioli 15. Affettatartufi
rmaggio a campana 21. Sparrro 26. Schiumarola 27. Spa-

43.

44.

2

2

6 POSTI A TAVOLA

23.

2

1

2
1

176 pages

extent
7.

45.

46.

47.

48.

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

49.

50.

tola per fritto 28. Paletta forata 29. Forchettone servispaghetti 30. Scortichino 31. Coltello arrosto 32. Coltello
costata 33. Forchettone carne 34. Coltello per sfilettare pesce 35. Schiaccianoci 36. Snocciolatore per ciliegie
37. Pressapatate 38. Pinza per crostacei 39. Pinza 40. Spelucchino 41. Coltello per verdura 42. Mezzaluna 43. Trinciapollo 44. Mannaia 45. Colabrodo 46. Grattugia 47. Cucchiaio legno 48. Spatola 49. Spatola per spalmare 50. Frusta
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1

1
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MASKS
Patrizia Foglia
Patrizia Albé
ITALIAN COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE
CHARACTERS AND COSTUMES IN
THE GRAPHICS BETWEEN SEVENTEENTH
AND NINETEENTH CENTURIES

market

. art lovers
. graphics lovers
. masks, costume and theatre lovers
. Carnival lovers
key selling points

. a stunning unpublished collection
of more than 300 images
. a different glance into Italian tradition
. perfect gift book
. historical and artistic study of the image of
the mask along three centuries and through
different techniques and graphic expressions,
from engraving to chromolithography
book

The mask has always been a ritual, a magical
element, a tool for concealing one's identity, for
hiding the darker sides of one's soul by taking
possession of another's clothes.
The mask is passion, fantasy, satire at the service

size

24 x 28 cm

extent

272 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
wordcount
category

87k words

Art / Graphics / Theatre

/ Advertising
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

of politics, the expression of the soul of a people, the emblem
of a society, an object of worship, one of the most captivating
iconographic motifs that transcends time and fashion.
The book offers a rich journey through the graphic production with
the mask as its subject: engravings, affiches, figurines, illustrations
from periodicals and books, produced between the 16th and 20th
centuries, give life to a history through images of the Commedia
dell'arte and masks in general, a history "to be watched" with a dual
theatrical and cultural value.
An extraordinary variety of faces, scenic locations, depictions of
squares with Carnival celebrations’ scenes and masks festivities;
subjects that offer the opportunity to dwell on the link between
Commedia dell’Arte and Carnival, between the masks of Comedy
and the masks of the most
representative secular and outrageous celebration, that adopted the
best-known theater’s characters making their own and generating
new ones.
The book also reviews the abundant field of satirical and humorous
magazines closer to us in time, finding their roots in the eighteenth
century, when the masks became an instrument of political satire
and in the illustrations that made the fortune of many nineteenthcentury newspapers.

author-illustrator information

Patrizia Foglia born in Milan she graduated in Arts at Università Cattolica with a thesis on the graphic work of Vittore
Grubicy De Dragon, of which she edited the catalogue. Later she specialized in paper art works conservation at Florence
Università Statale. She is editor of the specialized magazine Grafica d’Arte, a contributor to different publications and an
exhibition curator. She has a specific interest in the graphics of nineteenth century, to which she devotes a part of her studies.
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author-illustrator information

Anty Pansera, a design historian and critic with
an humanistic education, who has been awarded
the Compasso d’Oro for his career, has supervised
numerous publications, reviews, meetings and
archives on these themes, also by grappling with
unexplored fields (the women’s design and the sports
design). She is the co-founder and the president of
the “DcomeDesign” Association. She teaches at
the Milan Polytechnic, at the Brera Academy, at
the IULM university, she is the past president of
the ISIA in Faenza, she has worked at the board of
directors of the Triennale Design Museum in the
three-year period from the year 2012 to the year
2015 and at the scientific committee of the same
institution in the three-year period from the year
2016 to the year 2018. More information on www.
antypansera.it

BAUHAUS IN THE FEMININE

Anty Pansera
ALL THE BAUHAUS "GIRLS", THE
BAUHAUSMÄDELS, FOR THE VERY FIRST
TIME IN A BOOK THAT COLLECTS AND
REVEALS THEIR LIFES AND WORKS
market

. biographies lovers
. art and design passionates
. people interested in feminist
and gender issues
. design students
key selling points

. a stunning unpublished reserach that collects
and present all of the women for the first time
. a fascinating glance into life and atmospheare
of the time and the Academy
. an unexpected kaleidoscope of biographical
and artistic events
. Bauhaus backstage

size

16 x 23 cm

extent
format

300 pages
paperback

illustrations
category

b/w images

Biography / Design / Essay

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

book

Anty Pansera involves the reader in the fascinating life inside
the Academy, where students lived with masters of the calibre of
Kandinskij, Klee, Gropius, van der Rohe, spending their free time
between parties, readings, political discussions,
love stories, exhibitions, artistic performances, music sport; In the
background, of course, the tragic rise of Nazism which led to the
closure of the Academy,
the ban on artists practising, and which forced many of the women
(more than 14% were of Jewish origin) to flee and exile, when not to
death in concentration camps.
It will be fascinating to read about Lisbeth Oestreicher, a modern
Penelope who managed to save herself in the concentration camp by
delaying the completion of knitwear made for the camp
commandant's lover. Or about Edith Suschitzky, who joined the
Austrian Communist Party and became a secret agent of the Soviet
Union (her activity in recruiting the so-called “Cambridge Spy
Circle” was decisive). Here they are, the Bauhaus girls: behind each
of them there are different stories, all united by the determination
to find their own
way in sectors that were previously inaccessible, developing
happily “modern” languages: weaving but also photography,
architecture, printing, bookbinding, wall painting, carpentry, glass
and/or
woodworking, advertising graphics. Women who are certainly
autonomous and independent, even if in many cases they have
remained in the shadows for too long, perhaps of a more famous
husband or colleague, and now finally rediscovered. Looking at the
beautiful infographic curated by Maria Teresa Chirico, one perceives
at a glance the full extent of this research, as
well as the importance of the other half of the Bauhaus sky.

LEONARDO’S ERMINE

author-illustrator information

Martina Corgnati, art historian and curator,
teaches curator, teaches History of Art at the Brera
Academy in Milan. Among her main publications,
the Dizionario dell’arte del Novecento (with
Francesco Poli, Bruno Mondadori, 2001), Artiste
(Bruno Mondadori, 2004), I quadri che ci guardano
(Compositori, 2011), Meret Oppenheim. Afferrare la
vita per la coda ( Johan & Levi, 2014), Impressioniste
(Nomos Edizioni, 2017), L’ombra lunga degli Etruschi
nell’arte del Novecento (Johan & Levi, 2018). She has
collaborated among other things with "Arte", "Flash
Art", "Panorama", "La Repubblica" and currently
"Style", the magazine of "Corriere della Sera".

Twelve tales of animals between
art and nature

Martina Corgnati,
Ananda Banerjee

market

. art and art history lovers
. animals and nature lovers
. people caring for enviroment and animals
extinction risks
. everybody who loves to discover more
about art masterpieces and secrets on how
they had been created
key selling points

book

. 12 absolute masterpieces
of great artsist: from Leonardo to Frida
Khalo, from anicient to contemporary art.
. the only book that combines both artistic
and ethologist/ecological approach
in unique overview
. very fluid prose that captures the reader
and completely illustrated with stunning
images

A journey into the fascinating territory where art and nature meet:
a tour of the world in twelve steps which correspond to the
same number of animals observed in their artistic representation
by Martina Corgnati, and in their actual presence in the natural
environment and in some fundamental ecological elements by
Ananda Banerjee.
Their stories are told in simple and exciting language, intentionally
open to non-specialists and aimed above all at lovers of nature and
art - or both: short, curious and compelling pictures, though always
impeccably documented and illustrated.
From the giraffe faithfully depicted by Piero di Cosimo in the
Stories of Vulcan and Aeolus (Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada)
to Albrecht Dürer’s Rhinoceros (1515); from the lion painted by
Giotto in a corner of the Scrovegni Chapel (Padua), to the ermine
of Leonardo da Vinci’s Lady of the same name (Hermitage); from
the Ustad Masur’s dodo and Frida Kahlo’s parrots: exotic animals
inhabit the masterpieces of art history, veiled by their symbolic
meanings, more or less ancient and consolidated symbolism,
moralising meanings often codified in medieval bestiaries, or the
result of direct observations that often conceal astonishing stories,
sometimes well-known but more often hidden in the chronicles of
the various eras.
The selection briefly traces the history of art from Late Antiquity
to the 20th century, looking at completely different environments
and issues, including, in part, the relationship between man and
animal and its changes over time.
So the animals chosen, some of the most iconic in the history of
art, also play a crucial role in the current perspectives on nature
conservation and protection.

size

15 x 22 cm

extent

200 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Art / Animals / Nature

wordcount

50.000

words about (Ananda
Banerjee’s textes
are EN written)
AVAILABLE RIGHTS:
WORLD EXCL. RU

Ananda Banerjee is an award-winning
journalist, author and award-winning graphic
artist. He is editor of special projects at Outlook
Group, one of India’s leading media houses,
and co-editor of the Species In Peril project at the
University of New Mexico. Ananda co-founded
“Paryavidhi”, a quarterly journal of environmental
law published by the Environment Law and
Development Foundation. He is also a consultant
to the Deutsche Forest Service (DFS)/Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
GmbH (GIZ-India), which deals with mitigation
of human-wildlife conflicts in India as part of
an Indo-German biodiversity programme. He
is author and editor of Nature Chronicles of India,
Essays on Wildlife (Rupa & Co, 2014) and author
of Common Birds of the Indian Subcontinent (Rupa &
Co, 2008).

IMPRESSIONIST WOMEN
Berthe Morisot, Eva Gonzalès,
Marie Bracquemond, Mary
Cassatt
Martina Corgnati
Life and art of four pioneer
female artists
15 x 22 cm | 216 pages
paperback with flaps
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

JAPAN: FROM DRAWING
TO DESIGN
From illustrated Meiji books
to contemporary art posters

Rossella Menegazzo,
Eleonora Lanza
A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY THROUGH
THE ANCIENT ART OF JAPANESE
DECORATION
market

. art and design lovers
. Japan and Far East lovers
. Passionates of publishing history,
graphic and design traditions
and visual culture studies
. students and art collectors
key selling points

. extraordinary overview of Japanese graphics
. Unsodo publisher in Kyoto is still in activity
. high value collection of antique books
. important Meiji age artists included
. wonderful antique japanese handicraft
production

size

23 x 30 cm

extent
format

240 pages
paperback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Art / Design

Exhibition Catalogue / Japan
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

book

Here is an extraordinary overview of Japanese graphics as told
through both the decorative motifs - some of which are signed by
well-known artists of great historical and artistic interest - created to
inspire the handicraft production of the period (fabrics, fans, vases
and objects of various kinds) and through a review of contemporary
art posters.
The decorative motifs were all collected and published between
1890 and 1908 (the Meiji era) by Unsodo, well-known publisher
in Kyoto who is still in business today, and create a collection
of antique books of great value, displayed for the first time in
the exhibition in its entirety. Among the most important artists
published are the names of Kamisaka Sekka, Furuya Kōrin, Kōno
Bairei and Takeuchi Seihō...
The books in the collection were printed using the silographic
technique (printing from a wooden matrix) in polychromy also
with the use of metallic colours (gold and silver) or with black
ink alone. Specimens for editions from the same year are held in
major museums around the world, such as the Metropolitan the
Metropolitan Museum in New York, the Freer|Sackler Library in
Washington D.C., the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston and Houston.

author-illustrator information

Rossella Menegazzo is associate professor in Archaeology, Art History and East Asian Philosophies at the Department of
Cultural and Environmental Heritage at the University of Milan, where since 2012 she has held courses in East Asian Art
History and East Asian Visual Arts, Performing Arts and Design. She graduated in Oriental Languages and Literature with a
focus on art history at Ca’ Foscari University in Venice. For the past fifteen years she has regularly visited Japan and China
for research and as a curator, promoting exhibitions and opportunities for cultural and artistic exchange, particularly
between Italian, Japanese and Chinese institutions.

/ BACKLIST

CHEF’S DESIGN

ITALIAN BURGER

YOGURTISTA

From pencil to plate:
the preparatory drawings
of starred chefs

Ingredients, techniques and
tools for perfect hamburgers

Homemade yogurt.
Recipes, typologies and benefits

Francesca Tagliabue

Chiara Caprettini

Virginia Repetto

19 x 22 cm | 128 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

19 x 22 cm | 112 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. CZ

24 x 30 cm | 128 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

CONTACTS
# Nomos Edizioni

+39 0331 382339
info@nomosedizioni.it
Busto Arsizio
Via Piave 15, 21052 (VA)
Italy

FOREIGN RIGHTS
THE BREAKFAST JOURNEY

APHRODITE’S KITCHEN

PUNKOUTURE

Breakfast and brunch
recipes from all over the world

Recipes and flavours from
Cyprus

Fashioning a riot. 1976 -1986

Laura Ascari,
Elisa Paganelli

Christina Loucas

17 x 24 cm | 144 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. EN – DE – PL – RO - PT

19,5 x 24 cm | 232 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. CAN/US EN – DE

Matteo Torcinovich
20 x 25 cm | 256 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS:
EXCL. WORLD EN

Matteo Torcinovich

L’estetica
della Nuova
Onda Punk
Fotografie
e dischi
1976-1982

# World
(Excluding Simplified and Complex Chinese)
BOOKS EVERYWHERE Ltd

Mauro Spagnol

+447889939017
maurospagnol@books-everywhere.com
www.books-everywhere.com
www.facebook.com/BooksEverywhereLtd

# Simplified and Complex Chinese

Matteo Torcinovich

CA-LINK International LLC (Beijing)

PICS OFF!

IMPRESSIONIST WOMEN

CARAVAGGIO’S TRUTH

Punk & New Wave photo
sessions for album covers.
1976-1982

Berthe Morisot, Eva Gonzalès,
Marie Bracquemond, Mary
Cassatt

Giuseppe Fornari

Matteo Torcinovich

Martina Corgnati

20 x 20 cm | 224 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS:
EXCL. WORLD EN

15 x 22 cm | 216 pages
paperback with flaps
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

15 x 22 cm | 176 pages
paperback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

Fanny YU

RM802, Bldg 310, Tianchuangshiyuan,
YayunCun, Beijing 100012, China
(86) 10-5266-8756
fanny@ca-link.com

